
Hillsboro Charter Academy Board of Directors
Meeting: November 19th, 2020

7:00pm - 9:00pm
Location: Virtual Zoom Meeting

Voting Board Members
Gwen Wilf (President) Present

Sean Biehl (Vice President) Present

Tarryn Jonker (Treasurer) Absent

Charles Houston Present

Roger Vance Present

Nicki Bazaco Present

Brian King Present

Pooja Aggarwal Present

Joe Luppino-Esposito Present

Erika Skougard Present

Nonvoting Board Members

Paul Vickers (Principal) Present

Megan Tucker (Dean of Curriculum) Present

Wendy Dalton (Teacher Representative) Present

1. Call to order:
Call to order by Gwen Wilf at 7:06pm. A quorum of Board members was present.

2. Call for public comment
Gwen Wilf called for public comment from all present.

Sarah Stratton shared a comment read aloud by Gwen Wilf.

Chris Hallett shared a comment read aloud by Paul Vickers.

Jennifer House shared a public comment.

3. Approval of minutes from previous Board Meeting



Gwen Wilf shared minutes were not available from the previous meeting and that they would be
provided at the next BOD meeting.

4. Secretary Position
Gwen Wilf shared they have been unable to fill the Secretary position since Amy Favinger left
the Board.

Sean Biehl nominated Brian King for the position of Secretary of the Board. Charlie seconded.
Passed unanimously with Brian abstaining.

5. Update on LCPS / CSC

Discussion Action

Gwen shared LCPS / CSC updates:
a. CARES Funding Update

Gwen in touch with LCPS and communicating about receiving
and coordinating CARES act funding. Paul providing more
detail in his report.

LCPS passed new metrics for full remote learning.
b. LCPS Metrics Update

- If CDC core indicators toward case incidence rate and Loudoun
County positivity rate are each at the highest risk level. LCPS
would return to distance learning for all students.

- Nothing precludes superintendent from making a decision
outside of those metrics.

- Case incidence rate  new cases per 100k persons in the past 14
days greater than 200.

- Percentage of PCR tests in past 14 days greater than 10
percent.

- Loudoun County monitoring, possibility to return to distance
learning based on those metrics.

- Charlie asked when that was sent out and if it was current
- Paul said it happened this past Tuesday and is current
- Joe asked if numbers go up and down and if there is a plan for

students to come back
- Paul shared that the situation is still fluid and likely the County

would need time to get everyone back once the call is made.
Need more clarification.

- Roger shared current cases per 100k is 214 and positivity rate
is 8.4% and trending up, is HCA going to follow the protocol

- Roger made a
motion that
Hillsboro
Charter
Academy
adhere to the
metrics
established by
Loudoun
County Public
School District
related to
COVID-19
return to
distance
learning if and
when those
metrics are
achieved.

- Gwen seconds
motion.

- Passed
unanimously of
Board
Members
Present



- Gwen said it’s ambiguous right now, but it sounds like it applies
to us, but not able to answer definitively at this time

- Roger: I think we should follow the policy of LCPS and discuss it
and codify it with a vote

- Charlie agreed with Roger to follow LCPS guidelines
- Sean agreed with Roger and Charlie
- Megan: faculty would like to follow same metrics as LCPS as

well
- Roger made a motion that HIllsboro Charter Academy adhere to

the metrics established by Loudoun County Public School
District related to COVID-19 return to distance learning if and
when those metrics are achieved.

- Gwen seconded motion.
- Passed unanimously of Board Members Present

6. Student and Staff Health Protocols

Discussion Action

- Paul Vickers shared the procedures HCA has adopted from
LCPS in regard to COVID-19 Student and Health Protocols.
Available upon request from the Board.

- Pooja asked for a copy of the materials shared to be posted
online.

- Roger asked for clarification about the timeline about a specific
case at HCA that occurred where a student tested positive for
COVID-19

- Nicki asked for clarification about the timeline of how the
situation was handled.

- Paul in order to keep the identity of the student and family
confidential it would be best to discuss this in executive session

- Gwen motioned to move to Executive Session.
- Seconded by Sean.
- Board unanimously approved  move to Executive Session.
- Executive Session entered at 8:01pm.
- Public Meeting resumed at 8:18pm.
- Joe motioned to certify that the Board only discussed information

during executive session allowed under the Virginia Freedom of
Information Act Law specifically issues regarding confidential
student information.

- Sean seconded.
- Motion passes unanimously with Board Members present.
- Paul commended the family who came to him and encourages

open communication from the HCA community

- Gwen moved
to authorize
Paul and
administrative
staff at HCA to
hire 1 - 2
assistants for
the purpose of
teaching
assistant(s)
and
technology
during our two
track learning.

- Joe second.
- Passed

unanimously
of Board
Members
Present.



- Gwen commended the excellent job leadership team, teachers
and staff performed in handling the first test of new protocols

- Paul shared we are fortunate to have hired teacher assistant
“Floater” Tracy Franklin, but to keep up with our demanding
master schedule we would like to request hiring an additional
staff member with a tech background.

- Sean supported giving the teachers support and help
- Paul shared that by not offering transportation, we realized

approximately $78,000 in savings. Additional savings realized
not offering food services and CAREs funding of $17,000
pending.

- Gwen shared she doesn’t feel we will have a problem approving
this but would have preferred to haveTarryn present for greater
clarity on the budget impact, opened discussion

- Joe agreed that hiring an additional staff member is a good idea
and needed.

- Brian agreed based on the teachers needing additional help to
facilitate virtual and in-person learning.

- Pooja agreed that anything we can do to help teachers we
should do it.

- Charlie would like to see rough numbers on the cost and notes
we have money set aside in a rainy day fund

- Paul offered that we have significant savings from eliminating
transportation costs, food services, as well as CARES act
funding covering costs through the end of the year, notes it’s
inequitable to compare HCA to other schools staffing needs
based on our two track system

- Charlie between all the funding sources, I’m convinced we’ll
have no difficulty funding those positions and would be happy to
support it.

- Gwen moved to authorize Paul and administrative staff at HCA
to hire 1 - 2 assistants for the purpose of teaching assistant(s)
and technology during our two track learning.

- Joe seconded.
- Roger support we will hire the help we need and understand the

School Board can’t spend all the money they have and that we
should urge them to share that money.

- Passes unanimously with Board Members Present.
- Charlie has left the meeting.

7. Budget Request, Family Emergency Fund



Discussion Action

- Paul is requesting $1000 be transferred into the Family
Emergency fund, for a total of $1500, to be used for specific
needs within the HCA community. Funds are not given only to
one family, spread out as needs arise.

- Gwen the budget was fixed as a projection at a point in time
but we can authorize the spending of the money

- Paul offered that receipts and bookkeeping will be managed
appropriately and auditable, usually this is handled by a PTA at
other schools

- Gwen shared in the current pandemic with the financial hit she
has no problem authorizing it for this year but for a longer term
involve Tarryn

- Sean motioned to replenish or add to the Family Emergency
Fund for the 2020/2021 school year during the pandemic of
$1000 to bring the total to $1500 for the year.

- Joe seconded.
- Motion passes unanimously of Board members present.

- Sean motioned
to replenish or
add to the
Family
Emergency
Fund for the
2020/2021
school year
during the
pandemic of
$1000 to bring
the total to
$1500 for the
year.

- Joe seconded.
- Motion passed

unanimously of
Board members
present.

8. Curriculum / Instruction Report

Discussion Action

Curriculum report presented by Megan Tucker and Wendy Dalton. This
report can be obtained on request from the Board.

- Wendy presents her report on a “Day in the Life of a Teacher”
addressing additional requirements presented by COVID
related protocols and planning

- Megan shared staff was broken, missing collaborative time
since implementing the two track system, together faculty
sequestered themselves and reviewed what needed to be fixed

- Megan requested the Board to add 12 asynchronous days to
the school calendar to facilitate making the two track model
work, approximately two days each month not all occurring on
the same day of the week

- Gwen did not want to compare LCPS to HCA as it’s been
discussed extensively in previous Board meetings

- Pooja felt it would be helpful to hear comparisons to appreciate
how hard HCA teachers are working

- Paul shared LCPS plan for hybrid model and how it compared
to HCA and how adding asynchronous days are learning days
and would be beneficial for teacher planning and sustainability

- Gwen made a
motion to move
December
Board meeting
to December
3rd and give
time for parents
to offer
feedback, table
this item till the
next meeting.

- Sean
seconded.

- In favor: Brian,
Gwen, Joe,
Sean. Not in
favor: Pooja,
Roger, Nicki.



- Megan shared her screen with the calendar and explained the
difference between planning days and asynchronous days
emphasizing asynchronous days are not wasted days and allow
for time for catch up with students and time to breath

- Wendy shared in discussions staff were interested in these
days for different purposes including planning, preparing TAs,
tutors, sharing teachers

- Paul added HCA only has some staff members on specific days
of the week, staggering asynchronous days allows everyone to
have time with all of the staff and no one is penalized for
missing specific days

- Gwen stipulated that the schedule was received 18 minutes
prior to the Board meeting and that does not allow enough time
for everyone to review what we are voting on and that as this
would not take effect until late-January proposes waiting until
December meeting to consider it, habit of considering items and
voting in same meeting is concerning

- Gwen noted the Board approved two additional staff members
that will help alleviate stress and workload before January 26th

- Megan noted additional staff members does not help directly as
it takes time to plan utilize additional staff

- Sean agreed with Gwen, plan needs to be put out for parents to
review as it impacts them significantly, not prepared to vote on
this item tonight

- Pooja offered a different perspective that it’s a small ask giving
the teachers asynchronous days and time to plan and
implement this herculean effort put forth and that she agreed
that advanced notice is important to have time to review,
prepared to vote

- Sean shared it’s important to solicit feedback from everyone
involved when making these decisions and having more than
20 minutes notice to consider it

- Gwen pointed out the the first day any change would be made
is not until January

- Joe agreed with Sean and clarified he appreciates everything
the teachers are doing and doesn’t want to be misinterpreted
and looking at this plan quickly it looks good, but we haven’t
received any feedback, supports taking pressure off teachers

- Joe shared concern this is the first meeting we don’t have a
parent rep and would like to consider tonight

- Gwen wanted to make sure all the Board members understood
what an asynchronous day looks like and that it doesn’t work

Erika
abstained.

- Motion passed.



for some students who are experiencing it right now, give the
parents an opportunity to weigh in on it

- Megan shared many HCA teachers are parents and have
double hats, does not feel it’s fair to compare planned HCA
asynchronous days to LCPS asynchronous days, let us know
when items are needed for consideration and we will make that
deadline, compacts are being written and to be fair to families
requests to move up future Board meeting to consider the plan

- Sean shared this was the same issue as last meeting receiving
items last minute and being forced to vote, learned in
September parents should weigh in before vote

- Gwen responded it’s fair to let the Board think about this and
digest this

- Roger shared it’s fair to digest this plan and this was decided 2
days ago during a power outage, we heard faculty say they are
breaking, I would propose moving the December meeting up to
give teachers a decision sooner rather than later

- Sean agreed he is ok moving up the next Board meeting,
particularly with the upcoming holiday

- Wendy shared that the teachers and faculty are asking for help
and understanding to help them do their job

- Pooja pointed out parent input is valuable when opportunity
input will change the decision, if teachers share this is what
they need for sustainability that’s a different ask, would like to
pass tonight

- Sean offered if the first day is January 26th this plan would be
implemented, not vote tonight will not impact that timeframe,
understand teachers position and to give everyone a voice

- Pooja shared parents don’t develop the model that teachers do
- Gwen offered that we shouldn’t rush this through right now

because of symbolism, let’s give this to the parents to have
time to weigh in

- Erika offered her perspective as a new Board member and new
to the community, the teachers are skilled, fantastic, experts in
educating these scholars there is a reason we trust the
teachers, but it’s important to meet the needs of the scholars,
teachers and parents

- Sean proposed moving the Board meeting to two weeks from
today, giving the proper time frame wants to support the
teachers, agree with Pooja teachers set the agenda

- Roger followed up on query to Megan and Wendy if in two
weeks you’d feel comfortable with a decision on the plan



- Megan was concerned there aren’t other choices, not sure what
the alternatives might be, teachers are tired and asking for
hope going into the holidays so faculty doesn’t break and we
don’t lose our fantastic curriculum

- Roger shared he’s prepared to vote tonight, not sure if other
Board members are ready

- Paul shared he’s never seen teachers put in so many hours in
and outside the classroom, this gives teachers the opportunity
to give their best work and still live their lives

- Brian shared moving up the meeting and giving teachers time
to plan, but important involving the community and having time
to think it through, it looks like a good plan but need time to
review, let’s get buy in from the community to show the great
things we are doing at HCA

- Pooja shared she's in favor of parents feedback but it feels
disingenuous if we don’t listen, offered using a survey to gather
feedback that we can act on, safety issue if teachers are
exhausted

- Gwen shared that it’s prejudging feedback what the parents are
going to say and that it won’t matter, thinks all feedback is worth
it and that we should hear it

- Joe offered we put a lot on teachers by having them create
three lesson plans, want to make sure as a Board member we
aren’t putting teachers in a hole that isn’t going to work, would
like a deeper discussion if this is plan overall is sustainable

- Gwen made a motion to move December Board meeting to
December 3rd and give time for parents to offer feedback.

- Sean seconded.
- Roger offered his support for the plan tonight and if not

supports moving the vote to the next meeting
- Pooja offered she does not intend to vote for this motion and

would like help make a motion to pass this now and ask for
parents input in a way that can be implemented

- Gwen pointed out last time we passed something the teachers
presented to us the night they brought it to us, parents wanted
input, we brought it up for discussion the following meeting,
teachers were upset for having the conversation after it was
passed, felt disingenuous

- Pooja shared teachers are sharing with the board what they
need for the two track plan, this is not a parent choice. Pooja
stated intent to make a motion in favor of teacher requested
asynchronous days and separately seek parent input regarding
educational experiences as a whole.



- Gwen brought the vote to move the next Board meeting and
table this item to the next Board meeting. In favor: Brian, Gwen,
Joe, Sean. Not in favor: Pooja, Roger, Nicki. Erika abstained.

- Motion passed.
- Pooja offered to make a motion to develop a survey to bring in

parent input.
- Gwen concerned about the level of work to come up with a

survey vs. soliciting feedback via email.
- Paul shared he prefers feedback going to the Board about this

item but can send an email sharing the plan
- Joe inquired about the parent rep position
- Gwen shared this is not related to this agenda item, but the

parent rep position is open and contact Mr. Vickers and sending
a couple paragraphs why you are interested

- Paul would want to send an email to parents what an
asynchronous day might look like

- Gwen would like a collaborative email for soliciting feedback on
the plan

- Pooja agreed this would work for her

9. Principal’s Report

Discussion Action

Paul shared the principal’s report. This report can be obtained on
request from the Board.

- Gwen pointed out CARES funding helped pay for planned
purchases of Chromebooks and iPads

None

10. Budget Report

Discussion Action

- Gwen shared nothing to discuss not already brought up as
Tarryn is not here, CARES funding was a big help for us.

- Pooja brought up sharing COVID protocols and related docs up
on the website

- Gwen would like to see HCA plan for COVID up on the website
and get that up

- Brian agreed getting it up on the website all in one space would
keep everyone on the same page including new families to the
school

- Gwen wanted to move on completingthe annual report
- Pooja asked to please send in reports to the Board the Tuesday

prior to the Board meeting.

None



11. Next BOD Meeting – December 3rd, 2020
Next Board meeting will be held on December 3rd, 2020 at 7pm.

12. Meeting Adjournment
Motion brought by Sean Biehl to adjourn Board meeting at 10:29pm. Seconded by Pooja.
Unanimously agreed by the Board.


